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Abstract

The rise of AI in the recent decade has given way for deep fakes. In particu-
lar, deep fake, manipulated images/voice snippets/video, can now be produced
with high precision using deep generative models. These fakes can be extremely
damaging to individuals and society by artificially engineering people into com-
promising situations. It is critical that we find methods to defend against the
proliferation of deep fakes by identifying them with high accuracy.

1 Introduction

Information is key in every modern endeavor. If the integrity of our information is jeopardized
then many of the assumptions we make on a daily basis would be swept out from underneath us.
A modern, but already classic, example of this disruption is BuzzFeed’s YouTube sensation You
Won’t Believe What Obama Says In This Video! The video demonstrates how deep fakes, a com-
puter generated image or video tuned to mimic a real individual, can be used to imitate global
leaders. The principle motivation for pursuing this problem is the scale of disruption that a good
deep fake can bring; the break of trust between a nation’s leader and the populous can be a cata-
lyst for mayhem. The future is not as gloomy as it may seem. Because deep fakes are made from
generative models, we believe it is possible to detect video or imagery features indicative of deep
fake generation. The input for our algorithm is a video. We then use a deep convolutional neural
network to output a predicted binary classification: fake or real. [5]

2 Related work

In a 2019 report by Koshy and Mahmood [5], the researchers developed deep architectures for face
liveness detection that use a combination of texture analysis and a convolutional neural network
(CNN). Face liveliness detection is used for facial recognition for identity management and secure
access control for many web and mobile-related software applications. An impostor can gain
access to the system by presenting a copy of the image to the camera. Therefore, prior to face
recognition authentication, face liveness detection is important to detect whether the captured face
is live or fake. The researchers built 3 different architectures to test on the NUAA dataset: CNN-5,
ResNet50, Inception v4. The team found that the Inception-v4 produced the best results with a test
accuracy of 100%.

In a 2016 report by Szegedy, Ioffe, and Vanhoucke [8], the researchers give clear empirical evi-
dence that training with residual connections accelerates the training of Inception networks signif-
icantly. They also provide some evidence of residual Inception networks outperforming similarly
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expensive Inception networks without residual connections by a thin margin. Additionally, they
present several new streamlined architectures for both residual and non-residual Inception net-
works. These variations improve the single-frame recognition performance on the ILSVRC 2012
classification task significantly. We further demonstrate how proper activation scaling stabilizes
the training of very wide residual Inception networks. With an ensemble of three residual and one
Inception-v4, we achieve 3.08% top-5 error on the test set of the ImageNet classification (CLS)
challenge.

3 Dataset and Features

We pulled our dataset from the online Kaggle Deepfake Detection challenge. [3] The dataset
consisted of videos 4,529 videos, which we then sliced into individual frames within our model.
Within these frames we particularly focused on the face and our model was trained to then recog-
nize these faces as real or fake within the video dataset. The video resolution was 128 by 128 and
within each extracted frame we normalized the values (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Example images from our data set

4 Methods

For our project we have tested 3 different models, the the Tensorflow implementation of the DNN
from Coursera, the CNN implementation from Coursera with some minor modifications to hyper
parameters, and the InceptionV3 network.

Deep Neural Network Model

Our first model to investigate the task of deep fake detection was a DNN since DNN’s are great at
learning high-level features. The DNN is fully connected so the model can learn complex features
of our deep fake database. The DNN model follows the structure LINEAR -> RELU -> LINEAR
-> RELU -> LINEAR -> SIGMOID. We suspected that the DNN would require a lot of compu-
tational resources and time due to its fully connected structure; indeed it did. Despite the time
required to train and run the model, the model was accurate with respect to the distribution of our
training set. Our choice of hyperparameters (minibatch size and learning rate) enabled linear re-
gression with gradient descent to tune the inner layer weights in order to classify whether a given
input image was fake (0) or real (1). We initially implemented the DNN using just python and
numpy but eventually upgraded to TensorFlow in order to use a more optimized code base.

Convolutional Model

We decided to use a convolutional model that follows the structure CONV2D -> RELU -> MAX-
POOL -> CONV2D -> RELU -> MAXPOOL -> FLATTEN -> FULLYCONNECTED. We think
the CNN was a good approach for this project of detecting deep fakes for its ability to recognize
features in images that can distinguish it from regular images. Our model works by starting with
small windows and detects various simple features and becomes more complex as it moves through
each layer ultimately reaching the fully connected layer where it gives a classification of 0 or 1
labeling it as a deep fake or not. We used an Adam Optimizer loss function for this method. [5]

Inception Network

We noticed however that the model was training exceptionally slowly and wouldn’t be practical to
scale towards larger commercial applications. Thus we decided to do an inception network since it
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carries many of the same benefits as the CNN with feature detection but it’s ability to use multiple
filter sizes within one layer allows it to train much faster while also being able to detect features
of similar complexity. Our implementation of the inception network followed closely with the
tensorflow public api, with a slight modification to the final layer for a two class classification
rather than softmax. Since the original model was trained with image detection we decided many
of the pretrained weights in the hidden layers could be reused. However we did play around with
both aspects, and trained the model using a smaller dataset but found the pretrained values were
superior.

5 Experiments/Results/Discussion

DNN

For our first deep neural net implementation (Vanilla DNN) we had a learning rate of 0.0075 and
we ran it for 3000 iterations. Again we used our judgement from prior experience and trial and
error to determine the most effective combination of hyperparameters for loss minimization. Our
other Deep Net implementation through Tensorflow (TF DNN) used a learning rate of 0.0001,
1500 epochs, and a mini-batch size of 32 (Figure 2). However we decided against pursuing this fur-
ther as the DNN model lacked the complexity necessary for deepfake detection and had a tendency
to overfit. Moreover it’s training time was very high as DNN tend to have many parameters with
their fully connected layers.

(a) Vanilla DNN loss (b) TF DNN loss
Vanilla DNN Accuracy: 0.803 TF DNN Accuracy: .974

Figure 2: Performance of Previous Models

CNN

We trained the CNN model for 100 epochs with a mini-batch size of 68. We chose 100 epochs as
from testing on smaller sets we saw that loss did not change much more after 100 epochs. Our
mini batch size was found through trial and error. We saw that the loss decreased at a reasonable
rate when the learning rate set at 0.009. We had an accuracy of 0.98 on the training set and 0.95 on
the test set (Figure 3). Thus we think the CNN was doing a good job at feature detection however,
the runtime was still very slow especially as we scaled the dataset.
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Figure 3: CNN loss

Inception-v3

We trained the Inception-v3 model for 20 epochs with a mini-batch size of 256. We chose our
mini-batch size to be 256 because this was the maximum memory capacity of the GPU of our
Amazon Web Services Deep Learning instance. We chose 20 epochs because we saw that loss did
not change much more after 20 epochs. We saw that the loss decreased at a reasonable rate when
the learning rate set at 1.0× 10−4. We had an accuracy of 0.99 on the training set and 0.98 on the
test set. The results for the Inception-v3 are a significant improvement from the CNN in two ways:
first, the accuracy increased for both the training and test sets, secondly, and most importantly, this
model trained in about 10 minutes versus the CNN’s training time of about three hours (Figures 4,
5, 6). The results here are especially promising as they point to the Inception network’s ability to
scale towards larger datasets and perhaps commercial application. We believe it was able to train
faster because Inception networks allow for multiple filter sizes in each layer as opposed to only a
fixed size per layer in the CNN. Moreover, because of it’s versatility as we add more layers to the
network we are less likely to run into the issue of vanishing gradients or over fitting.

Figure 4: Summary of the overall model architecture
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Figure 5: Confusion Matrix from model trained on the above dataset size. Left vertical axis is the
actual label. Horizontal Axis is the predicted label. Right vertical axis corresponds to the number
of predictions of a type given by the axes.

Figure 6: Train/Test Cost and Accuracy

6 Conclusion/Future Work

As our data suggest the Inception network performs well on our image datasets in regards to deep-
fakes, but we feel that the Kaggle dataset isn’t reflective of true deepfake detection on videos. Thus
in the future we will look to find more valuable ways of assessing our models on various deepfake
videos. We would also like to explore a further integration with RNN strategies to study erratic
movements within deepfake videos as another feature for more accurate and robust classification.

7 Contributions

The team worked together to look for valuable datasets and decide which models would perform
the best. All discussions were done together on how to adjust hyper parameters. John was respon-
sible for the DNN, Inception work, and much of the computational training was done using his
machine. Andy worked on the CNN and data processing pipeline. Isaac worked with the Inception
network. The team wrote the report and presentation.
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